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HIGH VOLTAGE, HIGH CURRENT, NON-
DESTRUCTIVE FBSOA TESTING

By Al Pshaenich

This Application Noteprovides specifications form test instru-
meAt whichcan be used to perform non-destructive testing of
the Second Breakdown (S.B.) limits of the Forward Bias Safe
Operating Area (FBSOA)curve. In addition, this note Illustrates
typical SB. portions of the FBSOA and temperature derating
curves forvarious technologies.
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INTRODUCTION
A prime concern to both users and suppliers of power

transistors is verification of the second breakdown capa-
bilityof the devices. Second breakdown energy limitation
canmanifest itselfunder two operating conditions: active-
region safe operating area, commonly referred to as For-
ward Bias Safe Operating Area (FBSOA); and Reverse
Bias Safe Operating Area (RBSOA).

FBSOA is defined for turn-onconditionswhere the base
is forward biased and forward base current,

1n~~ flows, or
when the base is open circuited. RESQA, on the other
hand, occurs whenreverse basecurrent, 152, flows during
device turn-off. For either condition, second breakdown
(S.B.)is the resultofcurrent crowdingin the emitterfinger
due to direction of the lateral field in the base. The field
causes current crowding at the periphery of the emitter
duringforward biasand at thecenter oftheemitterduring
reverse bias. This greater current densityproduces a hot
spot which eventually causes the transistor to go into sec-
ond breakdown. Ifthe energy is not quickly removed, the
device will be destroyed.

NOTE: The mechanism and theory ofS.B. has been under invee-

tigationainceasearlyas 1958. Rather thanto brieflytryto review
the complex phenomena, the readermay refer to the references
listed at the endof this paper.

This paper will address the non-destruct testing of
FBSOA. Since conventional methods of measuring the
S.B. limits of the FBSOA curve (Figure 1) invariably
result in device failures, the generation ofa complete fam-
ily ofcurves through destructivetestingis costlyand time
consuming. Generally, the transistor under test (TUT) is
measured for S.B. capability in a common base configu-
ration (Figure 2), allowing for easily adjustable and
repeatable collectorcurrent, collector-emitter voltage and
pulse width measurements. ‘lb determine the SB. capa-
bility ofthe transistor, either the voltage or current fora
particular pulse width is increased until the device fails.
Severaltransistors aretested inthis mannerand the failed
points recorded. The number ofdevicestested at each con-
dition isdictated bythedegree ofclustering offailedparts;
it is not unusual for as many as five to ten devices to be
tested at each point on an S.B. curve todetermine a guar-
anteed energy level. (The specification 1s~ is often listed

100

on the transistor data sheet which defines the one guar-
anteed point on the FBSOA curve.) For a single pulse
width S.B. limitationcurve, perhaps four different power
levels are tested. A complete family of curves could thus
require destructive testing of as many as 100 transistors.
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FIGURE 1-Typical FBSOA Curve
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FIGURE 2-Simplified Common-Base Test Circuitfor
Measuring FBSOA Second Breakdown
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‘lb further complicate the picture, if the temperature
effects ofS.B. are investigated,evenmore devicesmust be
tested.

if a non-destruct FBSOA tester can be used, then con-
ceivably onlyone transistor (or perhaps several if the one
TUT fails or is degraded) canbe used togenerate the com-
plete family of curves. ThisApplication Note discusses the
design and operation of a Non-Destruct FBSOA Tester for
NPN power transistors. In addition, this Note illustrates
typical S.B. portions of the FBSOA and temperature de-
rating curves for various technologies.

NON-DESTRUCT TESTERS

Any non-destruct tester, be it FBSOA or RBSOA,
requires an energy limitation detection circuit that will
measure the onset of S.B. and very rapidly remove this
energy from the TUTbefore it is overstressed. Some com-
mercialtesters detect the collapsingcollector-emitter volt-
age when S.B. occurs as measured by a positive going
emitter voltage of an NPN transistor connected in a com-
monbaseconfiguration.

Another non-destruct tester, developed by Sherwin
Rubin and David Blackburn of the National Bureau of
Standards

1, measures the onset of thermal instability by
monitoring the base-emitter voltage for waveform anom-
alies. When a stable hot spot starts to develop, the base-
emitter voltage will suddenly decrease slightly due to the
negative temperature coefficient of the junction. The sta-
ble hot spot conditionoccurs for some powertransistors at
a somewhat lowerenergy level than that ofsecond break-
down. By increasing the sensitivity of the detector and
monitoring the base-emitter voltage, the stable hot spot
can be detected and powercanbe removedfrom the device
before failure or degradation occurs.

The Motorola non-destruct FBSOA fixture uses the
base-emitter voltage monitoring method with the addi-

tion of over-voltage and over-current sensing circuitry.
Empirical tests of this non-destructFBSOA fixture reveal
that by reducing the detectors sensitivity the small signal
indicating a stable hot spot can be ignored, but the larger
signal due to second breakdown can be detected. ‘lbst
measurements were verified by opening the detector lcop
and ultimately causing the TUT to fail at the same energy
level as when the lcop was intact.Thesesecondbreakdown
test results also correlated very well with tests performed
on a commercial tester.

NON-DESTRUCT SECOND BREAKDOWN
TESTER CIRCUIT OPERATION

The block diagram of the Non-Destruct Forward Bias
Second Breakdown Thsteris shown in Figure 3. As shown
in the simplified schematic of Figure 2, the TUT is con-
nected ina common base configurationwith bothVcc and
VEE supplies switchable, allowing variable pulse widths
to be applied to the transistor. The other main blocks are
the Operational Differentiator, connected to the emitter
for detecting VBE anomalies; the Noise Gate for locking
out switching transients; a Crowbar circuit for rapidly
removing the collectorsupply from the TUT when second
breakdown is detected; and the internal Pulse Generator,
designed with CMOS IC’s. Other secondary circuits are:
the Over-CurrentDetector; Pbsitive VEB Detector; Greater
than 10% Duty Cycle Lockout; and the VCE and 1c Sample
and Hold Readout circuits. With the exception ofthe Vcc
and V

5~ supplies, the system is self contained and has a
capability of subjecting the TUT with as much as 400 V
and 25 A. Pulse widths are variable from about 100 ~s to
2s, either free running at lesa than 10% duty cyclesor sin-
gle pulsed (1 shot). The complete schematic is shown in
Figure 4 (p. 4).

FIGURE 3-Block Diagram of the Non-Destruct Forward Bias Second Breakdown Tester
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PULSE GENERATOR

The pulse generator is designed with CMOS MC14001,
quad 2-input NOR gates, using UlA and U1B as a vari-
able frequency (by means of potentiometer Ri) astable
multivibrator (MV) clocking a monoetable variable Pulse
Width CR2) MV (U2A and U2B). T~,vo other MV’s are asso-
ciatedwith the pulse generator— the Noise Gate MV (U3A
and U3B) and the Sample Delay MV (U2C and U2D).
Additionally, the Noise Gate, consisting of NOR gates
U3C, U3D, and U2C, completes the total 12 gate comple-
ment of the three I.C.’s.

For free run operation, switch 51 is in the position as
shown, allowing the astable MV to clock the threemono-
stable MV’s. Single pulse operation is obtained by throw-
ing 51 to the 1-Shot position and depressing the
pushbutton start switch, S2.

Note that these I.C.’s are powered with an internally
packaged, -12 V power supply. Thus, the output of the
Pulse Width MV (gate U2B) is a positive goingpulse ref-
erenced to -12 V.

EM1TrER SWITCH

The emitter switch, consisting of cascaded NPN tran-
sistor Qi, PNP transistor Q2 and poweroutput NPN tran-
sistor Q3, amplifies the CMOS pulse width output to
current levels as highas 25 A. ‘lb minimizeinternal power
supply drain, Darlington transistor Q2 emitter is tied to
ground (base drive for Q3 is derived from -VEE). Thus the
NPN drive transistor Qi emitter is connected to -12 V,
necessitating the CMOS gates’ -12 V supplyoperation.

Emitter currentfor the TUT iscontrolled by varying the
external -VEE power supply and/or the front panel select-
able (by switch 54B) collector load resistors of Q3. Base
drive to Q3 is also variedaccordingly withswitch S4A.

When second breakdown is detected, a trigger pulse is
fed to the gate of SCRQ4, clamping offQ3 and thus turn-
ing off the emitter switch; (the Pulse Generator is also
turned off, as will be subsequently described).

10% DUTY CYCLE LIMIT

Since all transistor stages are direct coupled, the duty
cycle (D.C.) must be limited toabout 10% maximum topre-
vent excessive dissipation in the coupling resistors (par-
ticularly the 10 ohm, 10 W base current limiting resistor
to Q3). This is accomplishedby PNP Darlington transistor
Q5 and input clamp NPN transistor Q6. As the D.C.
increases, the charge builds up on the integrating capac-
itor in the base circuit of Q5, eventually turning Q5 on.
Consequently, the 10% D.C. LED turns on, indicating
excessive dutycycle, and Q6 turns on, effectively limiting
the input pulse width.

COLLECTOR SWITCH

If the TUT were to fail by shorting, the external, vari-
able, ~ supplywould be excessively stressed unless this
power supply could be quickly removed from the system.
TheCollector Switch preventsthis conditionas this circuit
is switched onand offconcurrentwith the Emitter Switch.
This series connected switch must sustain the full ~
supply (400 V max, 25 A max); therefore, its input must
be amplified and level translated from the CMOS Pulse
Generator output level. This is accomplished by the neg-
ative goingoutput pulse ofgate UlD turningon, inorder,
PNP driver Q7, constant current configured NPN level
translator Q8, PNP driverQ9, and series switch Q1O and
Qil. Transistors Q9, Q1O, and Darlington transistor

Qil form a compound configuration requiring only about
3 mA of base drive to Q9 to supply 25 A emitter current
from Qil.

Like the SCR clamp in the Emitter Switch, SCR Q12
clamps off Q8 whensecond breakdown is detected.

OPERATIONAL DIFFERENTL4IOR

The operational differentiator is the most unique and

important circuit inthe system. It monitors theTUT emit-
ter-base voltage, detecting any rapid change in the wave-
form, as shown in Figure 5. (In reality, it measures Vrs
plus the forward voltage drop of the reverse base current
blocking diode in the baseof the TUT). The Pulse Gener-
ator output to the Emitter and Collector Switches (Figure
SA) allows propagation-delayed TUT collector current to
flow (Figure 5B), with the resultant VEB (Figure 5C).
When a hot spot or onset of second breakdown starts to
occur, the VEB will suddenly decrease (dotted portion of
the curve). The input capacitor to op-amp U4 will differ-
entiate this waveform (Figure SD), producing the U4
Operational Differentiator output (Figure 5E). The mag-
nitude of this signal is a function of the capacitor chosen
by the front-panel selector switch S3 — the larger the
capacitor, the greater the differentiatorsensitivity Ahigh
gain comparator US follows this stage (with input thresh-
old control R3 for noise immunity) setting the quiescent
output high.)

The output ofU5 will consequentlybe that ofFigure 5F:
falseswitching signals on the leading and trailing edges
ofthe waveform with the true signal, ifsecondbreakdown
is detected, somewhere in the middle. This signal is then
sent to the Noise Gate for discrimination.

NOISE GATE

Utilizing the NOR gate logic and the propagationdelay
of the Emitter Switch, the Noise Gate can reject the
respective leading and trailing edge switchingsignals. By
NORingthe positive going Noise GateMV output, U3Bin
Figure 5G. with the inverted Pulse Width output, UlD,
the waveform of Figure 5H will result. When this wave-
form, in turn, is NOR’d with the comparator US output,
the result will be the waveform of Figure 51—just the sig-
nal due to hotspotting or secondbreakdown will be trans-
mitted. This signal will be amplified by cascaded
switching transistors Q13 and Q14 to supply the trigger
for all of the shutdown circuits.

CROWBAR

In addition to the two clamp SCR’s of the Emitter and
Collector Switches being activated by the second break-
down trigger, the Crowbar power MOSFET Q15 is also
turned on. ThisTMOS FET, ratedat 500 V and4 A, iscon-
nected from the collectorof the TUT to the ground. Being
an extremely fast switchingdevice, the FET will quickly
divert or crowbar the current from TUT when second
breakdown occurs, momentarily shorting out the Vcc
power supply for the delay time required toopen the Col-
lector Switch (about 20 p..s). Having high pulsed current
ratings, the FET is well able to sustain this energy
Using a FET as a crowbar greatly ensures the survival
of the TUT.

Another feature of the tester is the ability to shut down
the Pulse Width MV once second breakdown occurs, ifso
required. This shut down is accomplished by SCR Q16
being firedby the trigger, which turns on (through series
connected switches, S6 and 57) the PNP clamp transistor,
Q17. This transistor places a logic 1 (ground) to the nor-
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0

0
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0

5J

Noise Gate MV U38
Noise Gate U3D
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Sample Delay MV U2D

+ 12 V

5K -I1V ‘I Sample Pulse Q18

FIGURES-WaveformsofSB. Non-Destruct Tester

mally low (-12 V) input of NOR gate UlD, inhibitingthe
monostable MV from pulsing and thus preventing further
application of power to the TUT. The system(5CR Q16) is
resetbe depressingpushbutton Switch S6.

If this latch condition is not required, Switch S7 is
thrown open and the system free-runs, although Pulse
Widths are shorter than normal due to S.B. Now, the
clamp SCR’S Q4 and Q12 are resetafter every free running
pulse.

OVER CURRENT

‘lb ensure that the output stages ofthe Emitter and Col-
lector Switches operate within their maximum current
ratings, a simple comparator circuit is incorporated. The
comparator U6 measures the voltage drop across the 0.1
ohm sense resistor in the return leg of the ~ supply.
When this total power supply current approaches 25 A,
the comparator will switch positively and thus fire clamp
5CR Q12. Consequently, the Collector Switch opens,
removing the supply from the system.

POSITiVE V~ DETECTOR

Some commercial testers detect second breakdown by
monitoring the Vra for a positive going, above ground,
voltage. Recall that in the common base configuration,
the normal VEB pulse is negative going from ground
(Figure SC).

When second breakdown occurs, the collapsing collec-
tor-emitter voltage will force the emitter positive. With
the Motorola tester, the clamp diode from TUT emitter to

ground prevents this voltage from exceeding one diode
drop. This signal is then measured by comparator U7
whose output will also trigger SCR Q12 when VEB goes
positive. In effect, this isaredundantdetector, offering sec-
ondary protection, as the Operational Differentiator nor-
mally triggers earlier.

SAMPLE AND HOLD READOUTS
The last of the main blocks of circuits are the TUT col-

lector current, IC, and collector-emitter voltage, VcE/100,
readouts. Employing standard Sample and Hold (S/H)cir-
cuitry, the IC circuit samples the voltage drop across the
~ supply sense resistor and the VcE/100 circuit meas-
ures the attenuated collector-ground voltage of the TUT
(VcG~VcE). (For accurate power measurements,
S/H techniques are required as analog measurements
integrate the transient responses of the pulsed power
supplies.)

Both S/H circuits are driven by a common samplepulse,
with the Sample Delay MV (gates U2C and U2D) posi-
tioning the sample pulse and transistor Q13 (configured
as a half monostable MV) providingthe pulse width. Nor-
mally on Q18 is turned offby the negative going, trailing
edge Sample Delay pulse (Figure SJ). The RC differen-
tiating circuit in the base of Q18thus dictates the sample
pulse width output of Q18 (Figure 5K). The positive going
pulse (approximately 40 jz..s wide) then turns on the
respective series conected FET switches (Q19 and Q20) to
charge the holdcapacitors. Unity gain connected op-amp
U9 buffers the high impedance, collector voltage atten-

RGURE5A

SB

Sc

SD

56
SH

—12 V

—12 V
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TABLE1- Forward BiasSecond Breakdown Derating with Temperature

DEVICE CASE PROCESS
APPUCATION
DESIGNATION

v~.
IV)

COND~ONS % DERATED
TOAT15O

4CVc
5(VI RW(ins) 14:(Al

2N5301 10-3 EPI BASE PWR BASE I ioo 50
200

2.4
2.0 67%

W15003 10-3 EPI BASE PWR BASE I 140 100 50

200

4.7

SJ400S 10-3 EPi BASE PWR BASE II 175 100 50 4
4.5

/0

MJ15052 10-3 EPI BASE PWR BASE III 175 100 50 50%

MJ15022 10-3 EM BASE PWR BASE III 200

150

200

250

200

1.5

0.96

0.64

50%

MJ11032 10-3 EPI BASE L.V DARUNGION 100 50

200

6.5

3.2 60%

2N6282 70-3 EPI BASE L.V DARLINGION 100

50

200

7.5

5.6

100 50

200

1.4

1.2
MJ10016 10-3 DBL DIFF EM COL H.V~ DARUNGION 44)0 100 50 0.9 67%

BU806 10-220 DBL 01FF EM COL H.V. DEFLECTION 250 70 50 0.75 60%

MJE12026 10-220 TRIPLE DIFF. S.M. III 400 200
50

200
0.38
0.35

67%
63%

TIP 121 10-220 EM BASE L.V DARLINGTON 80

50

200

0.69

0.65

55%

60%

2N6488 10-220 EM ~

GEN. PURPOSE

AMP &SW

50

200

2.3

1.8

MJE1503O 10-220 DBL DIFF
PLANAR

AUDIODRIVER 150 70 50
200

0.56
0.47

70%
65%

uating resistors and op-amps U8 and UlO are the Hold
amplifiers. These three op-amps have FET inputs to pro-
vide the required extremely high input impedance.

POWER SUPPLIES

With the exceptionofthe external,highpower, variable
~ and VEE supplies, the S.B. tester is completely self-
contained and includes the low power ±12V supplies
which are simple, linear power suplies derived from IC
regulators Ull and U12. These regulators easily handle
the pulsed current requirements of the system’s low level
circuitry (about 60 mA max).

SECONDBREAKDOWN TESF RESUI2TS

SecondBreakdown ‘Thmperature Derating

FBSOA curves similar toFigure 1 are commonlyshown
on powertransistor data sheets and are generally defined
at a given case temperature T~, junction temperature T~,
or ambient temperature TA. What is not usually shown
is second breakdown temperature derating curves or
specifications.

The non-destruct S.B. tester simplifies the generation
of the second breakdown temperature derating curve
since only one device (or a few, if the TUT is degraded

with testing) needbe tested with variable temperatures,
voltages and/or pulse widths.

A number of Motorola power transistors coveringvar-
ious processes and applications, in TO-3 and TO-220
cases were S.B. tested. Of major interest is the behavior
of these TUT’s with increasing case temperature. A sim-
ple method for varying the transistor case temperature
is to elevate the heat sink temperature with power re-
sistors. Then, S.B. can be measured at any case temper-
ature. Figures 6A through 6E describe the actual S.B.

detected points on five of the devices. The results are
quite linear, with the five devices derated down to about
50% to 65% at 150

0C from the 250C Tc reading.
In a similar manner, temperature data was taken on

several other transistors; the test results are shown in
Table 1. On the average, the TUT’s were derated to about
60%, varying from a high of about 70% to a low of 50%.
This admittedly limited test program (only one to three
typical transistors of each type were tested) showed that
the S.B. of the transistors was in some cases a secondorder
function of VCE and/or pulse width. The conditions listed
in the table describe these variables.

Second Breakdown Versus Pulse Width

Also of interest is the behavior of S.B. versus pulse
width — the familiar FBSOA curves. Accurate results can
now be obtained because the curves are generated from
one device. TYpical examples are illustrated by the curves
of Figures 7A through 7E. These curves should be com-
pared witha plot offaileddevicesderivedfrom destructive
testing, as shown in Figure 8. (The intermixing of points
for variouspulse tests complicates the drawingofthe final,
derated curve).

The variation of the second breakdown with largepulse
widths — 1 s, 200 ms and 50 ins is shown in Table 2 for
several of the devices. This data is of importance particu-
larly when trying to correlate the results from different
testers; as an example, some equipment might pulse test
at 1 second and another test at 50 ins.

In regard to correlation testing, the results comparing
the commercial tester (TES Corporation [Tanaka] 7622-
TS Tester and 7623-PU Power Unit) with the lab non-

destruct tester were excellent. Twelve BU807 devices
were tested on both machines at 100 V and SO ins; the

6



FIGURE 6- Forward Bias Secend Breakdewn

Temperature Derating
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itation is primarily due to the response time of the
switched power supplies. Any ringing or transients on
the switched leading edge can reflect to the detector as
an error signal. Consequently, the timefor this transient
to damp out must be blanked from the detector. For the
Motorola tester, the Noise Gate MV provides the blank-
ing period. Empirical testing determined that the min-
imum blanking time required for the power supplies used

shouldbe about 100 ~i.swhen testing withnarrow pulses.
Larger pulse widths can use longer blanking periods. A
front-panel switch, 57B, allows selection ofeither 100 p.s

or 2 ms blanking time. Sections of this switch (57A and
57C) are ganged to the Pulse Width MV and Sample
DelayMV to change their time accordingly.

A secondcondition that limits non-destructpulse width
is the time constant of the RC differentiating circuit on
the input of the Operational Differentiator. This network
must completely recover in the timeframe involved. Con-
sequently, for narrow pulse widths, the smallest capacitor
must be used,yet it still must provide enough sensitivity
to fire the shutdown circuits. For second breakdown pro-
tection, the 0.01 p.F capacitor wassatisfactory for all pulse
widths down to Sins; for 1 ms pulses, the 0.0033 ~LFcapac-
itor usually suffices and protects the TUT. Thsting with
pulses narrower than 500 u.s was not generally reliable.

This tester was originally designed to detect stable hot
spots in power transistors, and thus required greaterdif-

200

Tc.CASE TEMPERATURE (C)

FIGURE SE - 2N6488

differences in I~ at S.B. were at most 3% (10 mA at 330

mA average). Similar results were obtained when com-

paringthe MJE15030 at 70 V and 50 ins. The TES Tester,

however, costs about $20,000 and has only 300 W (200
V at 1.5 A, 30 V at 10 A) capability. All testers, including

the Motorola unit described in this paper, have a limited
minimum pulse width non-destruct capability. The lim-
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FIGURE 7-Active Region Safe Operating Area (FBSOA)
Curves Derived with Non-Destruct Tester
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ferentiator sensitivity (0.1 to 0.47 J.LF). Therefore, the

locus of a stable hot spot curve generally falls within the
measured second breakdown curve for those transistors
that exhibit this phenomenon. (The published S.B. curve
should be adequately derated to include hot spotting.)This
is illustrated by the curves of Figure 8 and the data of
Table3.

TABLE2- The Effect of Pulse Width on Forward
Bias Second Breakdown

Device vcs
(VI

Ic50 ms(Amps)

Ic Normalized (TA 250 C)
Versus Pulse Width

SOms 200ms is

2N5301 80 2.4 100% 83% 79%

MJ1SOO3 100 4.7 100% 80% 53%

2N6259 70 6.7 100% 70% 52%

MJ15052 100 4.5 100% 72% 57%

MJ11032 60 6.5 100% 49% 42%

2N6282 60 7.5 100% 75% 55%

MJ1001S 100 0.85 100% 94% 88%

BU8OS 70 0.74 100% 78% 72%

MJE12O2S 200 0.43 100% 91% 70%

TlP121 60 0.69 100% 94% 88%

2N6488 50 2.3 100% 79% 51%

MJE15O3O 70 0.47
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TABLE3-Difference In Collector Current Between
Second Breakdown and HotSpot

DEVICE (V) PULSEWIDTH(gUS) Ic @ (A)SECBRKDWN HOTSPOT

MJ10016 100 50 0.85 0.51

MJE12026 200 200 0.39 0.12

MJE15030 70 200 0.47 0.27

2N6282 100 50 1.4 1.4

And lastly, the purpose of the non-destructtester is to
test devices without degradation (which generally shows

up as an increase in leakage current). No meaningful
change in leakage current I~ and ‘cso was noted for the
several devices measured before and after a number of
S.B. stresses.
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